
 
 
 
 
 
 

BASES OF THE CAREER 

 
From ASOGER we welcome you to the XRAY RACING SERIES Spain 2018 international event 
that our club has the pleasure of organize, which will serve as WARM-UP of the ETS. The race 
will be held on March 23-25. We will have the participation of the best international pilots and 
there will be a draw of gifts among all the participants. 
  
Having said that, we will comment on the race format: 
  

·         On Friday March 23 at 10:45 am the circuit will open so you can train all day. 
·         On Saturday, March 24, around 10:00 a.m. there will be 2 relocation sessions of 5 
minutes per category, counting the 3 best consecutive laps. About 12:30 approximately 
will continue with 4 qualifying sessions, 5 minutes each. 
·         On Sunday, March 25 at 9:00 o'clock we will start with the 5th and last qualifying 
round of the race, counting the 2 best of the 5. 
·         Once the qualifiers are finished at 10:15 am, the 3 Finals will begin by category, 
which will run to 7 minutes, scoring the best 2. 

  
Regulations for the Formula Category 
* Only electronic drives that support the program 0 timing (Blink Mode 0 Boost) are allowed. 
* Engine 21.5 - Included in the registration and supplied by the organization. 
* Formula Hudy wheels 1/10 references 803070 and 803080 (included in the inscription) 
* Hudy additive included in the inscription 
* The batteries voltage shall not exceed 8.40 Volts at any time during the race; battery voltage 
may be measured by the verification team before the start of each qualifying or final session. 

  
Regulations for the Stock category 
* Only electronic drives that support the program 0 timing (Blink Mode 0 Boost) are allowed. 
* Engine 13.5 - Included in the registration and supplied by the organization. 
* Hudy Wheels 1/10 references 803060 (included in the inscription) 
* Hudy additive included in the inscription 
* The batteries voltage shall not exceed 8.40 Volts at any time during the race; battery voltage 
may be measured by the verification team before the start of each qualifying or final session. 

  
Regulations for the Modified Category 
* Hudy Wheels 1/10 references 803060 (included in the inscription) 
* Hudy additive included in the inscription 
* The batteries voltage shall not exceed 8.40 Volts at any time during the race; battery voltage 
may be measured by the verification team before the start of each qualifying or final session. 
 

 

Payment of inscriptions by wire transfer Bankia: ES63 2038 2465 1260 0018 5183 

*Mandatory specify Full name and category in the entry 

 


